
What is a Community of PraCtiCe? 
While few of us use the expression, Community of Practice, we all live and work in communities of practice.

“a community of practice is a group of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do, 
and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly”.  
– etienne Wenger (educator)  |  Wenger’s website: http://wenger-trayner.com/about-2/ 

hoW are Communities of PraCtiCe relevant to health Professional eduCation?
A significant part of undergraduate health professional education occurs in clinical areas – that is, the workplace.

so learning, as a fundamentally social process, occurs in everyday situations over morning tea, working out how to use a new piece 
of equipment or practising a clinical procedure.

in the context of the education of health professionals, little et al wrote:

”a community of practice relies upon the mutual engagement of people in a similar situation working 
towards a common goal” – little et al. (medical educators)

Cooperative learning happens when people negotiate and make sense of their shared experience to enhance their shared practice.

hoW Can you form a Community of PraCtiCe?
Wenger (1998) describes four inter-dependent components that form 
a community of practice:

• Community 
• Practice
• Meaning 
• Identity

Participating with other people in meaningful activities helps individuals  
to shape their identity. a community arises because participants all  
share a passion for a particular practice. 

these informal social arrangements have come to be called communities of practice.

for example:

 A community of interest A learning community A community of practice

Gathers around a topic such as a new Gathers to learn a topic; members are Gathers regularly to learn and to enhance  
procedure or perhaps a suggested often novices, may/or may not have  practice. Practitioners engage in activities 
solution to a problem an instructor or advanced member together to share ideas that advance 
  the practice

similarly, when we engage in conversations over a drink, a meal or those brief encounters in the hallway we may discover the 
richness of everyday learning that enhance the practices we care about. these encounters may be at work or outside it; they shape 
us as a person and how we come to know our professional practice. 

the imPliCit nature of our soCial World
like an iceberg, what we see is only a small portion of what drives social life. 

for example, we learn and use language without thinking about the grammar and the sounds that comprise language. Phonetics, 
phonemics, syntax and semantics are below the surface of most everyday speech acts. however, attending a basic course or reading 
a book on descriptive linguistics will uncover the complexity of language we take for granted each and every day. Knowledge of social 
dynamics similarly helps us to enhance what we take for granted about the communities in which we practice.
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The DYK series is produced by the Otago Medical School Education Development and Staff Support Unit. 
information contained is as up to date as possible; we post new information on the website:  
otago.ac.nz/medicine/mbchb
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our fundamental human nature is social and all experience is swayed by our social context. for example, to regard health 
professionals and patients solely as separate individuals fails to acknowledge the web of relationships that connect humans. health 
professionals rely on colleagues to inform their practice for the best outcomes of patients. When we cross the threshold of social 
learning, we begin to appreciate how informal communities of practice provide opportunities to learn from each other, and to make 
learning a part of our everyday lives. 

nothing is as practical as a good theory 
– Kurt lewin (social psychologist)
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